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Edge Releases 2003-2012 Dodge Cummins Tuning for the Evolution CS/CTS 
 
OGDEN, UT — Edge is excited to introduce the most advanced tuning product covering 2003-2012 Dodge/Ram 

5.9L and 6.7L Cummins engines.  With over a decade of delivering award winning products, Edge is proud to 

supply relevant power levels and custom features.  Towing a trailer through the canyon, driving to and from work, 

or taking a long haul across the country is made more affordable, and enjoyable, using the Edge Evolution 

CS/CTS.  We are pleased to extend this feature set to 2003-2012 Dodge/Ram 5.9L and 6.7L Cummins owners.  

Until now, many loyal Cummins performance enthusiasts have had to stack several different products to achieve 

desired results. These combinations can be very costly. The engineering team at Edge has provided an optimal 

solution that provides best in class tuning and features into a single device. 

The Evolution CS/CTS comes loaded with options to adjust the rev limiter, speed limiter, injection timing, rail 

pressure, and torque management on the 2003 – 2012 5.9L and 6.7L Cummins.  Users can manage these 

custom options via the CS or CTS display and watch various parameters in real-time.  Enhanced power and 

monitoring capability enable Edge customers to ensure their driving patterns and adjustments are delivering a 

safe driving experience that exceeds their expectations. 

Current diesel Evolution CS/CTS owners can update their programmer using the Fusion software to load the new 

Dodge Cummins tuning at no additional cost.  Dyno results have shown the Evolution leads the Cummins 

performance programming industry. 

 

Edge Products is a Powerteq brand, an MSDP company, and manufacturers a full line of plug-in modules, 

programmers, and in-cab controllers for all popular late-model, domestic trucks and SUVs. For more information, 

contact Edge Products, 1080 S. Depot Dr., Ogden, UT 84404; call 888-360-3343 or 801-476-3343; fax 801-476-

3348; or visit www.edgeproducts.com. 
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